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THE ROCK MONUMENTS OF THE COUNTY OF 
DUBLIN. 

BY HENRY O'NEILL, ESQ. 

In the summer of 1851, I availed myself of some spare time to study 
the antiquities of the county of Dublin, and among other vestiges of 

by-gone times, I have examined those extraordinary remains called 

cromleacs, or druids' altars; I have taken their dimensions, and 

compass bearings, and made sketches of them. The facts I have 
collected have led to my concluding, that these monuments are se 

pulchral, an opinion which is supported by J. J. A. Worsaae, respecting 
similar remains in Scandinavia. .That author's work I had not seen 

till after my views were formed, a fact which I mention, because to 
me it seems to be an additional probability that the idea of those 
monuments being sepulchral is correct. 

These remains are known in the county of Dublin, by the name of 
druids' altars; sometimes, but rarely, by that of cromleac.1 In examin 

ing this or any similar topic, the investigation must be conducted irre 

spective of any name, which is often but the expression of some olden 

theory, lost to literature, but preserved orally. Any one who has at 
tended to the way in which the peasantry catch up the stray opinions 
of learned disquisitionists, will see the truth of this observation, and 

estimate its value. Literary antiquaries have devoted much time 
to the question of the purpose for which these gigantic works were 

raised, and, misled by names, have followed an ignus fatuus, with, of 
course, the usual consequences, being lost in a literary quagmire. 

How little regard is to be paid to mere names, may be known from 
the fact that, besides the two very opposite ones of cromleacs and 
druids' altars, by which they are known in the county of Dublin, 
similar monuments have various other names in other localities?for 

instance, in the county of Kilkenny, one is called the stone of the 

champion, 
another the goat's stone, another the ass's manger, another 

the grey stone; names purely local and so far differing from those used 

for such monuments in the county of Dublin, that they indicate no 

opinion as to any common object which their founders may have had 

in erecting them. We must therefore look beyond mere names, and, 

by a careful examination of the remains themselves, endeavour to 

ascertain the purpose for which they were constructed. 

1 The appellation, cromleacf is never 

applied to the primitive rock monuments 

of this country by the unsophisticated 
amongst the Irish peasantry. By them 

they are almost uniformly termed leaba, 

beds, or graves, or leac, stones [of memo 

rial]. The word cromleac was introduced 

from Wales by Vallancey and his school, 

and, when merely used as a conventional 

term, is unobjectionable. The name, druid's 

altar, is founded on the baseless theory 
entertained by some writers that these 
structures served as altars for the human 
sacrifices said to have been offered by the 
druids to the Pagan deities of Ireland, and 
should be studiously avoided.?Eds. 
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Howth.?On Howth hill, about one mile from the sea shore, is 
a rock monument; it is on the side of a steep hill, under a high cliff 
of quartz. The roof rock measures seventeen feet in its greatest 
length, twelve in its least, its average measure being fourteen feet; at 
its thickest part it exceeds six feet in depth, and its weight I calculate 
at about ninety tons. An attentive examination of this monument 
has convinced me, that this enormous mass constituted the roof of a 

chamber lying E. by N.; the chamber being about twelve feet long, 
by four feet wide, the floor of clay, the walls of other great stones, 
three at each side, and one at each end, eight in all. The roof 

rock, though very irregular at its upper surface, is tolerably level 

beneath, and was so situated as to have the under surface horizontal, 
or nearly so, thus constituting a level ceiling to the chamber; but, 

owing to the great thickness and consequent weight at one end, the 

supporting stones have given way, and, in slipping, the roof rock has 
been caught by a part of the stone on which its present higher portion 
rests. The supporting stones from which it has slipped are still 

standing undisturbed, and are seen on the left-hand side in the accom 

panying sketch. These are about seven feet high, so that the original 
height of this monument must have been twelve or thirteen feet. The 

longer direction of the chamber is E. by N., its floor is a little below 
the natural level of the soil. There are several rocky fragments lying 
around, which in one part form a sort of rude intrenchment to the 

monument, but whether artificial, or the result of accident, I could 
not decide. This monument is of quartz rock. 

Shanganagh.?This rock monument is about seven miles south 

of Dublin, within half a mile of the sea shore. The field in which 
it lies is almost level, there is no trench or other artificial arrange 

ment in connexion with it. There are only four supporting stones, 
two on each side, one of these has been broken in the middle, and the 

opposite one fallen in; but the roof rock rests on the side of the fallen 
one and the top of the fragment on the opposite side, so as to be re 
tained in its present inclined position. The roof rock is nearly seven 
feet six inches square, by about three feet thick; the under side is, 
as usual, nearly flat. The weight is probably twelve tons. The 
chamber lies E. and W., is six or seven feet long, by two feet six 
inches wide, and was probably five feet high. The floor is of clay, and 
at the level of the surrounding surface. This monument is of granite. 

Brennanstown.?The two monuments I have described, have 

their roof rocks disturbed from their original situations; the present 
one has suffered no such derangement. It is situated in a small and 

deep grassy valley, close by a small hill stream, and about one mile 
inland. The valley is modernly called Glen-druid. The roof rock is 
fifteen feet broad and across, it is five feet thick at its utmost 

measure; the average thickness being about three feet. Weight, 
sixty tons. These are, of course, only the proximate quantities. 

The chamber is about twelve feet long, by six wide, and the same 
6 
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high. The direction is E. and W., the floor clay, and considerably 
lower than the surface of the field. There are several large stones 

lying about, and tolerably decided indications of some of them having 
been arranged to form two parallel lines of approach to the lower end 
of the monument. It is of granite. 

Kiltebnan.?This is a still more gigantic monument than the one 

immediately preceding. It is situated on the slope of a coarse, rocky, 
and furzy hill, about eight miles south of Dublin, and about three 

miles inland. The roof rock, in its extreme, measures twenty-two 
feet long, twelve and a-half feet wide, and nearly six feet thick; 

probable weight, eighty tons ; the greatest length lies E. and W. The 

supporting stones have given way on the south side, so that the roof 
rock leans in that direction. At the north side the chamber is five 
feet high; it is about eighteen or twenty feet long, by half that in 

width. The supporting stones are a good deal disarranged, which 
renders it difficult to decide these points with certainty. The direction 
of the chamber appears to be E. and W. The floor of the chamber 
is of clay, and below the surrounding surface. At one side of this 
rock monument, the hill seems to have been cut away, and roughly 
faced with stones, so as to keep it clear of the monument, which is of 

granite. 
Mount Venus.?On the side of the counties of Dublin and 

Wicklow range of mountains, and about seven miles inland, in a very 
sheltered situation on Mount Venus, is a very remarkable rock monu 

ment. The extreme measures of the roof rock are twenty feet long, 
ten feet eight inches wide, and four feet five inches thick. The 

average thickness is four feet. The chamber lies N.W., it is rect 

angular, and about eighteen feet long, by six feet wide, and four feet 
five inches thick; the floor is of clay, and a foot below the surface 

level, to which height its sides are faced with small stones without 
mortar. The roof rock rests at an angle of forty-five degrees against 
the upright one, seen on the left hand in the sketch. This supporting 
rock is eight feet high from the surface to its apex, and must have 
been higher, as it is evidently broken at the top. Measured at the 
surface level, this rock is five feet six inches wide on its inside face, 
its thickness is three feet eight inches. As all the pressure of the 

roof rock comes against this, the only supporting stone, it must be 

firmly embedded in the ground to resist the immense weight lying 

against it. The roof rock probably weighs above seventy tons. There 
are the stumps and fragments of other large masses of rock lying 
about the chamber; one great mass, which was probably a supporting 
rock, is lying on the ground; its measures are?length, fourteen feet; 

average breadth, four feet; average thickness, two feet. If we suppose 
this to have been set upright, and sunk in the ground four feet, it 

would be still ten feet above the ground. Add to this the thickness 
of the roof rock, and the result is that this rock monument had pro 

bably a height exceeding fourteen feet. This monument, besides its 
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gigantic proportions, is remarkable for the sharpness of the angles of 

every part of it. There is no appearance of weathering. In other 
similar remains the angles are rounded as if they had been exposed 
for ages to the influence of the elements; here, on the contrary, the 
stone is as sharp as if but recently quarried; there are, nevertheless, 
no marks of the hammer, chisel, wedge, or jumper. The sharpness 
of the angles may be partly owing to the monument being in a very 
sheltered situation, possibly to the stone being of a very good quality, 
and also, that, till a comparatively recent period, the monument may 
have been covered up under a mound or barrow, a 

suggestion which 

the monument on Knockmary will elucidate. In the accompanying 
illustration I have ventured on representing the Mount Venus rock 

chamber, as I conceive it appeared when undisturbed, in order to 

give an idea of its gigantic character. This monument is of granite. 
Glencullen.?On the hill at the Dublin side of Glencullen I dis 

covered a rock monument. The roof rock is ten feet long, eight feet 

broad, and four feet thick, extreme measures; the longest direction 
of the roof rock is W.S.W., or nearly E. and W. The chamber is 

greatly disarranged. 
Knockmary.?The monuments heretofore described have been 

possibly for ages lying exposed, and subject to casualties and violence. 
In describing them I have ventured to offer conjectures as to what 

they may have been when in their pristine state. However plausible 
these conjectures may appear, they want that convincing force which 
the examination of a rock chamber, to all appearance undisturbed, 

will have. Fortunately, such an examination has taken place lately, 
and the evidence it has afforded I now furnish. The Phoenix Park, 

Dublin, consists of a gently-sloping plain, which, on the south side, 
dips rather suddenly towards the river Liffey. In the course of some 

improvements which were making in this park, the workmen were 

removing a mound on the brow of the slope ; the mound was called 
Cr>oc-roA|t<vf8e (the hill of the mariners) ; and was about fifteen feet 

high, and one hundred and twenty feet in diameter: four small urns 
of burnt clay were found; they contained ashes and fragments of 
burnt bones; one of them has been preserved, and is now in the 
Museum of the Royal Irish Academy; they were enclosed in small 

stone chambers or cists. In the centre of the mound was a rock 

chamber; the top rock, six feet six inches long, three feet three 
inches wide, and one foot thick. The longest direction was N.N.E., 
or nearly N. and S. It was supported on several stones, enclosing a 
chamber of an 

irregularly oval shape, and about four feet long, by 
scarcely two feet deep, the floor of clay, and below the surface level. 
In this chamber were found two perfect male skeletons, and a human 

thigh bone; the individuals, of whom the remains were here discovered, 
had passed the meridian of life. The skeletons were doubled up, and 
lay with their heads towards the north ; there were also found a bone, 
supposed to be of a dog, a quantity of small sea shells, the Nerita 
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littoralis, prepared so, that they might be strung, and some of which 
had a string of sea-weed passed through them ; a small bone fibula, 
and a flint knife or arrow head. The roof rock is of carp, and looks 

water-worn, as if it had been taken from the bed of the adjacent river. 

Here, then, is a rock chamber to all appearance undisturbed, and it 
furnishes clear proof that the purpose of its erection was sepulchral. 
I give a drawing of two of the shells, the fibula, and the urn; the 
two latter are drawn one-fourth the size of the originals; the shells 
are full size. 

For a detailed account of the discovery of this rock chamber see 

the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. i. pp. 186-90. 
While writing this paper I met, in the Dublin Evening Herald9 

dated February 26th, 1852, with an account of the discovery of a 

rock chamber in a mound in the county of Tyrone. The principal 
particulars are as follow:?Tullydruid, anglici Druidshill, is distant 
from Dungannon a mile and a-half^-a small barren spherical hill, 
the summit of which forms a circular plane of thirty feet diameter. 

The materials were in process of removal to repair the adjacent road 
when the workmen discovered the cist-vaen on the south-east slope 
of the hill; by the assistance of four men the immense slab which 
covered the vault was removed and the skeleton exposed to view. It 

was in a sitting posture, the head towards the east, and at the knees 
a moulded and gracefully swelling sepulchral urn. It was empty, no 

charcoal nor anything to indicate fire was found. The vault was four 
and a-half feet in length, two and a-half feet in breadth, and two feet 
in depth, the bottom paved, the sides composed of several stones, and 

their interstices so carefully filled that the vault was quite free from 

any foreign substance. The skull is described as being a fine spe 
cimen of the Celtic type. The author of the article assumes this 
barrow to be of Celtic origin. The teeth were remarkable for pos 

sessing a fine vitreous glaze ; the bones large?the thigh bone nine 
teen inches in length. Such are the principal facts contained in the 

account, and the close coincidence between them and those relative to 

the Knockmary rock chamber is quite evident. 
On looking at the Knockmary chamber as it now stands, de 

nuded of its enclosing barrow, it will be seen how much its general 
features resemble those of the other rock monuments I have de 

scribed. The probability appears to be, that all these rock chambers 
were sepulchral, the larger ones being intended to hold several bodies, 
as, the various members of a distinguished family, or several chiefs 

who may have fallen in conflict; that originally these chambers were 

covered over with a quantity of earth, or whatever other suitable 

material was at hand; that these barrows have, as in the case of the 

Knockmary and Dungannon rock chambers, been removed, leaving 
the monuments exposed, and that the roof rock originally had its 
under surface horizontal, though now in most cases these rocks lie off 
a part of their supporters, and inclined to the horizon. It is unne 
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cessary fpr me to add that the facts I have indicated are at variance 
with the supposition of these rock chambers having been druids' 

altars, a notion which their great height and magnitude seem suffi 
cient to negative, and their having been concealed in enclosing bar 
rows completely destroys. 

Rock chambers are very extensively distributed over Europe and 

Asia, they abound particularly in the north of these regions, but they 
have been found as far south as Bombay; in no case is it known by 
what people they have been raised?they belong to an age antecedent 
to all history. Some antiquaries divide them into three classes, dis 

tinguished by the remains found in them into the stone, the bronze, 
and the iron: from the flint arrow head found in the Knockmary 
barrow, it would doubtless be classed as of the age of stone, the most 
ancient of these monuments. The Dungannon rock chamber is de 
scribed as being near the summit of the barrow. All those I have 

seen, are on what seemed to be the natural level of the soil, and the 
floors of the chambers, with one exception, below that level?in the 
Brennanstown one, perhaps three feet. 

The remote time at which these monuments are supposed to have 
been erected, the very inadequate means which their founders are 

thought to have possessed for the execution of such gigantic under 

takings, added to the deep veil of mystery which hangs over the 
race or races 

by whom they 
were constructed, are circumstances 

which must render rock chambers deeply interesting to the antiquary, 
the philosopher, and all who study the history of our species. One 
fact is clear, that they were not erected by the giants of old. The 
remains found in even the most ancient of them are of beings not 
above the average standard height of the present day. 

Those who have read the accounts of similar monuments situated 
in other parts of this island, cannot have failed to observe how often 
it is mentioned that there is a tradition of human bones having been 
found under them?a circumstance which further corroborates the 
conclusion I have deduced from the rock chambers of the county of 

Dublin. 
From the preceding accounts the following general characteristics 

are deducible :?That the county of Dublin rock chambers are formed 
of upright masses of stone, covered over with a single rock, having 
had its under side horizontal and level, or nearly so; that the inner 
surfaces of the supporting stones were also level and placed in line 

with the sides of the chamber; that the rocks, more particularly the 
roof rocks, are 

rough and massive, constituting 
a monument, generally 

speaking, of gigantic dimensions, that the chambers are of a corres 

ponding size, have plain clay floors, sunk below the ordinary level of 
the surrounding soil. The longer direction of the chambers is, in 

most cases, E. and W., or nearly so.1 That these remains are found 
1 In a paper on the Primeval Antiquities 

of the Channel Islands (see Archaologi 

cat Journal, vol. i. p. 222), it is stated of 
the cromleacs to be found there?" It has 
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singly, without any apparent connexion, as regards each other, or 

any religious or other monument of ancient times; and that each 
rock monument is constructed of the kind of stone found in the 

locality. 
I have read accounts of similar monuments situated in other 

counties, but do not recollect any one of them equalling in mag 
nitude the largest rock chambers in the county of Dublin. 

I have described every rock monument I know of in the county 
of Dublin. There may be more?but I have taken the best means in 

my power to ascertain their existence.1 The best way I know of is 
an examination of the Ordnance Survey map, and 

marking 
on an 

index pocket map, with vermilion, the locality of each monument. 

My reason for limiting this essay to the county of Dublin is, that it is 
better to complete one county than give even more examples without 

having the collective character which is attained by limiting the 

locality. 
To our antiquarian societies I would respectfully suggest, that the 

study of our antiquities would be greatly accelerated if the principle 
of the division of labour were made use of?if one member were 

especially appointed, and devoted himself to the subject of raths, 
another to rock monuments, a third to ancient crosses, a fourth to 

pillar towers, a fifth, or 
perhaps several, to old castles, others to 

ecclesiastical buildings; again, each labourer might take a limited 

district, a county where specimens of the class of antiquities allotted 
to the individual were rare, a barony or other division, when more 
numerous. 

Again, 
in the examination of monuments, method should 

be carefully observed?the general nature of the locality, the peculiar 
local position, compass bearings, measurements, general appearances, 
details of interest, presumed changes from its original condition, 
careful drawings?all these are necessary in order to convey a correct 

idea of an ancient monument. 

In this paper but a very small part of Ireland?old Ireland? 
as these rock monuments clearly show, is embraced. I hope other 

investigators will come forward, and that ere long, the remaining 
counties will be examined and detailed. 

been remarked that several of them are 

placed nearly east and west; this is often the 
case in these islands as well as in France, 
but whether from accident or design, it is 
difficult to decide : many in Brittany are 
due north and south; two out of three at 
L'ancresse in this island [Guernsey], are 
also in that position; and in the plain in 
the island of Herra, one due east and west 

is only 30 feet distant from another north 
west and south-east; with this exception, 
all the large cromlechs, in Guernsey at 

least, are placed east and west." 
1 In Cromwell's Excursions through 

Ireland, vol. iii. p. 159, is a representation, 
by Dr. Petrie, of a cromleac at Shankill; 
I could not find it, and heard that it had 
been taken away a few years ago ! 
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